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Comfort for an Artist's Task
To an onlooker an artist is just simply he
Who sits in unending tranquility,
And who, seemingly lacking for some chore,
Sees fit to keep all world-winds at lee.
But in the hope of finding that inner door
Into a room burst with creativity,
The artist is tackling a great problem's core,
Which may leave his body exhausted and tore.
So thus I am, when attempting to find
That triumphant work of my hidden mind;
For the laboring of spirit and my soul
Will leave me broken and away from my kind.
Yet to achieve this work is my only goal:
The loss of all else is but a petty toll.
JosephJ. Ru shanan

Musing
Wishes are like dreams
So fragile
A cobweb of delicate hope
Interwoven
Donna Smith

The Singer
a circus air ... anticipation.
gosh-it's-somebody-famous.
house lights dim, voices rise,
the god-like boom from the walls
tensely announces
(like an earthquake)
ladiesandgentlemanpreSENTing ...
in the midst of the multitude sits
the single man,
guitar and microphone.
a joke, a smile, then feelings revealed
in a personal poetics on life.
a god.
suddenly when the spotlight outs
and his silhouette remains,
he becomes-only-another grey body in
the sea of oblivion,
one more being
attempting tci say
i was here.
Patricia J. Saluga

Mark M. Bajorek
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Clowns of Nevermore
Death hung over the tent.
Frowns
hidden behind
masks of laughter hushed the cries.
Never will the buffoons survive in this tragic land.
The midget, the acrobat, the sad ones,
weep for the lost lives.
Chasms of anguish open the eyes
of blind lion tamers.
Danger flies to the gay, the jovial.
Nowhere will the dreadful
people of smiles remain.
Fear dwells in the dimples
Of those fake grins.
Life is too fatal, too blank, to allow for
the happiness of the masses.
Yet still we need comedic relief.

Open wide the heart,
Open wide the door,
for the clowns of nevermore.
Richa rd T homas
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S teve Lue bbe rs

Night
Sometimes night becomes so heavy ...
Laden with the burden of yesterday
Pregnant with the promise of tomorrow
Donna Smith

The Aim of Man
The well is dry; the spring is dead.
The path is ended; all books are read.
The goal is reached; the mountain climbed .
Everything is measured, weighed and timed.
Man alone stands upon his Earth .
Man looks 'round and judges his Worth.
He looks up and shakes the Almighty Hand,
"Move over Lord and let Me stand!"
Joseph J. Ru s hanan

Rob Orndorff
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Prima donnas
dance on the lake,
a slow-motion movie
Whirling slowly
and then faster and frantic.
Arms and legs spinning
in and out
round and about
Sequins glittering

When you examine
it, life is much like
a goblet of wine:
beautiful. gay,
effervescent,
sweet, tasty,
exquisite,
but then
some
body
drinks it;
it nourishes
but is gone forever.
Richard Thoma

Parading around the fountain
taking on colors
A symphony of night sounds;
birds, trees, wind
Gala event
prepared for the darknest night
With dawn, the finale
Fading out, the best parts saved again
for another night.
Le no Ev rman

Journey
Water worries its way over rocks
Desperately pu bes on
Without time to wait,
Like people, grasping for tomorrow.
Which bit of water knows
What is farther down the stream?
Eddies of water
Swirl near the bank
Build up mushrooms
Of feckless foam
Repeating their leftover life
At an ever-quickening pace
And only wearing dry grooves
In their own faces.
an ~· Bli
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The wind strokes my face with a cotton-goved hand.
I feel like dreaming.
In the sky I see puffy blue-grey cotton balls
outlined with the golden yellow of the evening sun.
I feel like flying.
I look toward the west and there,
still peeping over the trees,
hangs a bright pink-orange hazeall that's left of the midday ball of fire.
I feel like running.
As I gaze on all of these majesties, I sighwill we ever create anything so lovely and perfect?
I feel like trying!
LeAon

lark t. Bajor k
JO
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Wizard
His leaping fire attracted her eyes
As his unearthly speech encircled her heart,
Casting his spell
While she stood, delighted,
Enthralled by his words,
Words that could enrich but take away,
Leaving empty confusion.
Debbie Herdman

Open Mine Eyes
The eyes are the window to the S!'.ml,
or at least so they say.
I look at eyes, and what do r see?Interest, bewilderment, hostility.
I find it difficult to distinguish
Which of these might be which.
They mingle together, erradicating each other.
Interest yields to bewilderment.
Bewilderment becomes hostility.
Hostility and interest merge as one.
Look through my window;
Am I engrossed, confused, angry?
Or, possibly, am I merely here,
No more?
See the mist before my eyes.
See my clouded soul.
Richard Thomas
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Unstarched grass lies matted on the ground
Bare branches try to root themselves
In an opaque white sky
Thick fog moves in ribbons
Around the tre~s-hiding, obscuring.
People, corset in the appendages
Of their lives
Unwilling to let others
Share in what they are
Display portions of themselves in neat rows
Of sterile glass vials,
Labled samp'!es of what they are
Or wish they were.
The fog tells us half-lies
Smears the edges of what we see
Discloses some things
Encloses others
Gives blurred layers of display.
ancy BBe ner

Mark M. Bajorek
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as a child, when i had to practice piano scales for half
an hour,
the day seemed as infinity, one timeless
minute after another ..
a lifetime could begin and end
in the space of a morning,
and Time was mine.
because i'm old, the weeks go by as minutes,.
the days turn into
magic secondssuddenly here, suddenly gone
and all the happy moments in between
are as a watermark
on frayed canvasalmost gone, tho' never really here.
as time is spent so quickly, with your beauty
as a guide,
so too are the quiet moments of an ancient course
in truth and love:
·
your nearness proves the greatness in the world,
your mind mingles with mine and i become
all the more whole
because
you came, fleetingly and gently, into my life
and taught me love.
Patricia J. Saluga

Stephanie R. Lyles
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A Strange Thing
Odd indeed,
this lonely life.
Ridicule abounds
as others idly cast
swords and stones
at the unfortunates.
No aid nor friendship,
only malevolence and hostility,
is evident here.
Life and death
of a solitary
man passes unnoticed.
The loneliness of
the crowd
strangles
hope out of all.
Odd indeed,
this lonely life:
a silent birth,
a clam'rous death.
Richard Thomas
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Steve Luebbers

Gre at Lady
When I was little, I used to think
that mothers were invincible-they fought colds
(they never caught them)
they bundled up children against weather and wore
only a raincoat themselves.
They did everything.
They could do anything.
I've noticed lately, though, how mine seems to cough.
She catches colds now, while I fix the chicken soup.
She complains of aches against the dampness and
she stoops when she walks .
. . . I always th ought mothers were invincible . . .
until I learned that they
turn into morta ls when
Time learns of their
existence ...
J oa nn Bria nn

Da vid S. Rosinge r
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If Only ...
I met you today.
I wanted to say,
"I hope we'll be friends ."
But that sounded presumptuous and forward
And my chance passed away.
You wore a new dress today.
I wanted to tell you that
it looked nice and I liked it.
But I got busy and forgot
And that chance passed away, too.
Today you were kind to me.
You showed true compassion;
I wanted to thank you with all my heart.
But I felt embarrassed and at a loss for words.
I'm sure I could have found a way
if only I'd tried.
So many times I wanted to say,
"I like you and I'm glad we're friends."
And so many times I let the chances
slip through my fingers.
They'll never come again.
I'm sure I could have found the words,
If onlyif only I'd tried.
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early dawn breaks
there is no one to care
burnt children
offerings in the night
eyes staring too
frosty and cold
to feel the pain
chilling whispers
rustle through the air
breathing around
stony lungs
that will never
share sad songs again
a shadow flicks
a sigh emits from
the shaken earth
a lone sob shatters brokenly
pieces of silence
tinkle to the ground
and nothing is left
to feel the quiet
that has fallen again ...

Fool
My life was running smoothly, no old plans to fence _me in,
I had my head together, no silly game I couldn't win.
Then one day, unexpectedly, you smiled and we were friends ...
and now I'm staying here beside you, playing fool again.
How many times before this have I told myself my lies
of how I'd never trap myself with all those sad goodbyes;
I vowed I'd never care again enough to make me cry,
but now I'm playing fool again with teardrops in my eyes.
Why did you go and spoil it all? I had my life arranged ..
brown eyes and smiling dimples wouldn 't make me love again,
but now you've gently washed away all traces of old pain ..
. . I guess old fools may die away .. but we don't ever change.
Patricia J. Sa luga

Linda A. Hall
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Portrait of a Kleptomaniac
banal blackness
stares out from
the pits of dankness
bare and dead
glassily observing
the world
around him
tired and taut
fighting to keep
sanity away
struggling the
battle of the unknown
holding out
yet begging for reprieve
slowly withdrawing
steadfastly hanging on
slipping into a
world familiar
tucked beyond the
corners of his mind
where the sun never glows
and darkness
is a comforting blanket ...
Linda A. Hall
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You have come
and again gone away.
But this time-this beautiful tim e
We had together.
Our togetherness taught ushow to touch one another
how to bring veiled moods from the
abysses of our souls.
I touched your heart and
felt as if it were the key to
a world of beautiful new things.
You touched a part of my soul and liberated
all the caught-up things there.
With you I feel freer to be
more of me than I ever have been before.
I learned of your dreams-your apprehensions.
I gave to you from within me.
We shared bountiful fun times:
Laughter and a few tears,
Some confusion and understanding,
A little trust and a moment of fear.
We said, "I love you."
Our love began, we nourished it and it grew.
I want it to keep on growing.
I want to see you again soon.
LeAnn Eyerman

William B. Moore
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No bird soars too high if it flies with its own wings.
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MAN:

A Comedy in One Act
A Poet's Lament

Scene 1

Scene 5

(heaven)

(earth)

G; There.
M: What?
G: Home.

M: Pray.

M: Whose?
G: Yours.
M: Thanks.

I feel today as if I've lost a poem

Scene 2

Scene 6

(eden)

(heaven)

G: Don't.
Why'?
G: Because~
M: Okay.
G: Woman.
M: Thanks.

Missed the chance and let it die

M:

And all the ones I see are the kind I hate:
Poetry hard as jawbreakers
or the kind that sticks between your teeth
I remain silent.

The lyric I've lost is one less joy
And I am chained to bitterness for my neglect.
How can I find a way to shout upon the mountains

Scene 7

(eden)

(heaven)

Shouldn't.
Why?
Bad.
So?
Out!
Okay.

Scene 4

that voice that I can hardly hear in my heart?

G: Judgement.
M: Okay.
J: Good.
M: Thanks.
G: Peace.
M: Ready-

Scene 3
G:
M:
G:
M:
G:
M:

Like the premature death of an unborn child

W: God.
M: Jesus.
W: Always.
M: Judgement.
W: Amen.

M: There.

G: What?
M: Home.

G: Whose?
M: Yours.
G: Thanks.
**finis**

(earth)
G: Son.

--Marcy B. Gerrard

•

J:
G:
J:
G:
J:

Father?
Die.
Why?
Because.
Okay.
--J?seph J. Rushanan
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Metamorphosis
I am a cocoon
Clinging to the
Tree of existence,
Fighting the
blustering winds
Of pressure
I hold firm,
Determined to keep my place
Among my competitors.
I am a cocoon
Alone in my shell
Of ten lonely
Yet I_ remain,
Not ready to
face the world
Unsure of myself
Scared of my peers,
of what lies ahead,
I retreat within myself
there I am secure.
I am a cocoon
Not beautiful to the eye
But alive, dynamic
I feel pain
I feel shame
When those more lovely
Mock my plain wrapping
And insult my inner dignity
But no one can crush me,
For pride stirs within.

I am a cocoon
And locked beneath
my exterior
Lies my essence,
my sensitivity,
my being.
My surface is my armor,
By it am I disguised.
My fear of rejection,
ridicule,
laughter
Keeps my soul secluded.
sI am a cocoon
Filled with potential.
Within me
future promise is nurtured
Daily I grow.

I am a cocoon
But,
Someday I will be
a Butterfly.
--Susan L. Salopek

Suzie Boker
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Childish Games

With a polite purse of her lips

"""

She shook away the French
attache.
In mirrored cobweb skins we slinked
Across the teakwood floor.
As she led, each movement caught greater light
Like turning chandeliers.

Some of my friends are playing house away from home
They thought they were ready to make it on their own
But they didn't expect they'd be left alone
They thought they couldn't be surpassed
Do you think they've grown up too fast?

The couples retreating to their drinks.
Maria tangoed all four corners,
Breathing me to her, stalking me back;
Our hands sculpted in a dying

I've had my share of childish games
enough to make a happy past.
But, Oh, those games aren't fun anymore
I think I've outgrown them at last.
Oh, you know I want to grow up fast.

gesture ~

Maria ruled the court of Tramp's.
She swirled me in an iceblue spiral
And then drank my mouth like a shot of tequila.

Look at all the boys who are still playing war
They won't stop at winning, no they've got to have more
Oh, but no one ever raises their score
and they say the game's a real "blast"
Do you think they've grown up too fast?

--Amy Louise Peterson
The neighborhood bullies are still throwing their dice
but now it's called atl illegal vice
They get what they want at any price
and the next day the flag's at half mast.
Do you think they've grown up too fast?

by the graveside
i never got to take you to that
fancy restaurant downtown.
we had talked about the art museum,
but somehow never got there, either.
you always wanted a puppy-i was going to buy you one
for Christmas.
but i guess it's too late now.

Look at all the people playing show-and-tell
they've got to buy anything you'll sell
Humility and modesty don't seem to ring a bell
'cause they don't want to be outclassed
Do you think they've grown up too fast?

memories of picnics and summer skies and
sweet emotions
float by me like a wayward breeze;
your laughter ripples in my ear like
a dream - i turn and it's gone.
at every sunrise, i wish that maybe today i could
see your smile again.
but i guess it's too late now.
i saw your mother this morning. she said hello, but
her face was sad.
your face looked the same one time-the day you had to say goodbye to me.
they buried some of me beside you in that grave that day ••.
i always wanted to say i'm sorry - i didn't mean to ever hurt you.

There are those who go to school, just to go to recess
and they don't understand what their professors profess
They're playing hide-and-seek with their future success
Is the space in thei~ minds too vast?
Do you think they've grown up too fast?
In the game of life~ there're too many who lose
Too many victims of ill-will and abuse
I think it's enough to make you a recluse
And a broken heart won't mend in a cast.
Oh, yes, I think we've grown up too fast.
I've had my share of childish games
enough to make a happy past.
But, Oh, those games aren't fun anymore
I think I've outgrown them at last.
You know I want to grow up fast.
--Edith H. Green

but i guess it's too late now.
--Patti Saluga
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memories of him
moonlight walks are my favorite, next to making chocolate fud ge.

S atu rday night, we argued .... and broke up

i love to ice skate, being pulled behind you, hanging onto your scar f .
ranking third i.n the list is playing in the rain,
provided of course that you are there to nuzzle by a fireplace
and keep me warm.
watching the clouds reach with pastel fingers, spreading the

And so we died together
drowning in
each other's tears.
Hanging on for life,
for the sake of our relationship .
The waters are at times
too rough for us to handle,
together.
Separately - we float .
I am a burden to you,
as you are to me.
And once again we sink.
First you are gone then me .
The waves separate our
thoughts and feelings,
and once more I travel the ocean of life
alone,
without you .
And you head
back to shore,
or to some uncharted island
to relieve your loneliness .
All I rememb er of you i s
my lips forming the words
"Good-bye" .
When time took you away
I remembered them saying
"I miss you" .
Faint memories of whispering
"I love you" slip away .
And now they're all gone .
Our magic is no more .

sunrise over the sky,
holding you close to me as we as we watch the bright spot of light
in the dark blackness of the heavens,
your frown as your checkbook seems uneven,
your s mile as you undress;
all these make living worth the effort sometimes. . .
but could y ou please not eat with your elbows on the table?

--Joann Bennet

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*-

As he stood in the doorway, a pistol in his hand,
the gusts of wind blew full and strong;
"It i s Fall," sa~d the man.
He had had a life of autumns, each
mem'ries lived their seasons, then
His thoughts, like winter ' s trees,
naked in the cold,
but the sky would rain no sunshine

year cold and grey;
dried crisp and danced away .
grew barren, lonesome,
and he knew he ' d just grow old .

--C . J. Andrews
The man stood in the doorway smiling . • . no more agonies,
no more forgotten lovesongs, no more sub-destinies.
" The nicest way to live," said he, "is planning when to die;
No more hard surprises now -- the world ' s loss. Goodbye!"
--Patti Saluga

"
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The Tale of Sir Plurpintil
Long ago when the nights were young,
And kingdoms and eastles had just begun,
There lived a knight, a gallant knight,
Of the name of Sir Plurpintil.
He used to travel round and round,
And any evil that he found,
He'd slay them fast so in their plight,
They would curse the name Plurpintil.
So it came about on one spring day
With a blue sky which held no grey,
He came awalking into a fight,
That gallant man Plurpintil.
More evil was there than he'd ever seen;
He knew immediately what was to be.
For as the day turned into night,
Came the death of good Plurpintil.
Where were the people when he took up the sword?
Who stood up in defense of the lord?
Not one would go against the might
Which had killed the man Plurpintil.
Sad was the land at the death of him.
Eyes were downcast and hearts were dim .
For now free would run evil's blight,
Without the hero Plurpintil.
Many years have passed since the death of the man,
No one has yet taken up his stand;
But one day there may appear the light,
Of one who is as Plurpintil .
--Joseph J . Rushanan

...

'•

Dave Rosinger
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Escape to Nowhere
Up the evanescent bubbles rise,
The drunkard's hand drops slowly to his side.
Real and unreal smear before his eyes;
The chasm of his

trou~le's

open wide.

No longer can he think of all his fear;
He's drugged himsel f into oblivion.
Unbeknownst to him begin his tears;
He hides from what he feels and knows within.
Loneliness has cloaked him in her veil;
The emptiness seems all around to spread.
He drops his head, so aged and so frail,
His heartbeat loudly pounding in his head.
His world begins to crack with low, dark rumble,
And then, the man himself begins to crumble.
---Beth Cammarata

A Modern Warrior
I hear the beat of heels against the pavement .
I am alone and night is my hoplite armor
Protecting me from what lies ahead of me.
A glance over my shoulder
I am ready for battle .
The rhythmic step decreases,
The houses pass me by ever slower
(I guess my batteries are running low . )
I see no enemy
Just that white sickle that cuts the autumn sky.
--Marcy B. Gerrard

Steve Luebbers
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Another Point Of View
Hog Butcher for the World,
Tool Maker, Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads and the Nation's Freight Handler;
Stormy, husky, brawling,
City of the Big Shoulders:
Come and show me another city with lifted head singing so
proud to be alive and course and strong and cunning.
--Carl Sandburg
The . late afternoon sun glared off the backs of the two lions , silhouettheir · blue-green forms where they stood overlooking the city. The two
giant cats were poised in the same regal manner as their ancestors had stood
in the days when they had hunted and roamed the wilds freely. But these
were modern lions, and they lookea down not on some village amidst the green
plains of Africa, but from the steps of the Art Institute down onto the
bustling city of Chicago, where the most green that was visible to them was
the filthy green waters of the Chicago River flowing beside the highways and
highrises to the polluted bowl called Lake Michigan.
Down the avenues that led .Past the Institute, thousands upon thousands
of people could be seen pouring forth from the rows of skyscrapers and
smaller office buildings, making their way from the heart of the city to
their homes on the outskirts and suburbs. Michigan Avenue was alive with
the snarls of rush-hour traffic.
On the upper steps of the Art Institute, watching the vast masses of
people with the same intense gaze as the lion beside him, stood a young man
of about twenty. He was clad in the standard youth's uniform of faded blue
jeans and flannel shirt. A 35 millimeter camera was slung casually over his
shoulder. A city map and tourist guide protruded from his left hip pocket.
Of t~e people filtering past him nearby, the last of the museum-goers and
tourists, few seemed to notice him at his post. He, for his part, was too
intent on watching the scene below him to pay heed to any of those nearer
at hand. He seemed to be engaged in the most lofty thoughts, his youthful
features showing that certain faraway expression often seen on museum
statues.
The map and camera were not the only evidence that here was a newcomer
to the world of Chicago. The gaze with which he followed the passing crowds
s~owed a fascination with these surroundings which for the natives had long
since been lost and replaced with boredom and indifference. Chicago had not
had a chance to do its work on him, to blunt his senses by a constant
bombardment of humanity. The occasional passerby on the street who happened
to spy him at his post was met not with the customary averted eyes or cold
stare, but with a look that gave recognition to the fact that here was a
fellow human being. Such a violation of the onlooker's visual lifespace
caused the person to turn away at once and continue hurriedly on his way.
The mirth that rose in the youth's eyes on these occasions showed how he
deligh7ed in disconcerting these people •. Once he even laughed alqud, upon
observing the haste with which an elderly little gentleman, wearing a long
overcoat and carrying a cane, strode off after being visually accosted.
A second young man, not as young as the first, but probably in his
late twenties, stood ·leaning on a pillar of ·the Institute behind the first
youth and watching these proceedings. He was dressed in the proper attire
t~ng

of a businessman, with dark suit and tie, tan overcoat, and briefcase. His
temples showed the beginnings of gray amidst the otherwise black hair. He
seemed curious and at the same time resentful of the youth's visual gameplaying. At the point when the youth burst into laughter, he pushed himself
forcefully away from the pillar, striding down to stand beside the second
lion across from the youth. The youth continued his overseeing, unaware
that he, the watcher, was being carefully watched.
Presently, the youth's gaze caught upon a young woman stumbling slowly
along amidst the crowds on the sidewalk. She appeared to the youth to be
about the same age as he himself. She wore tan corduroys with a faded
blouse, and her dark hair was tied in a blue scarf. She was completely
oblivious to the people jostling and passing along either side of her. She
appeared laden with some painful, almost overpowering burden. Her pace
slowed even further, and as she passed in front of the steps below the youth,
she turned aside from the crowd and seated herself on one of the granite
steps.
As the youth watched the profile of this slender woman's pained face,
he was seized with an intense wave of pity, and he wanted to run down and
comfort her in her sorrow. But something in him held him back, and so he
resigned himself to observing her from a distance.
The woman gazed at her surroundings from her place on the steps as if
she was only just now aware of them for the first time. She appeared
frightened and helpless, and she looked up as if waiting for the buildings
to crash in around her and the people to mob her. Then she lowered her
head into her hands, and it appeared to the youth that she was weeping. Her
shoulders trembled slightly, rrut when she again raised her head he observed
that her eyes were glazed but her cheeks were dry . Her face wore a hardened
look now as she gazed about her. Suddenly, she arose from the steps, and
looking straight ahead of her, she strode off resolutely down the street .
The youth headed off at once to follow her, and the young businessman walked
behind following them both.
Near the Art Institute a side street turns off of Hichigan Avenue, and
presently it crosses over a railroad yard. It was down this street that she
had turned, and she was already out over the bridge. When she got directly
to the middle she stopped, walked over to the railing, and gripped it mightly
with both hands. At this the youth quickened his stride, hurrying up from
behind to reach the woman. But when he was directly behind her, he found
that he could neither reach out to her nor speak, as he so desperately wanted
to. He stood for a moment, and then, embarrassed, turned and walked hurriedly to the far end of the bridge. The woman had not even taken notice of
him.
The youth looked back at the woman from his place along the bridge
railing, and it was then that he saw for the first time the other man, standing and looking intently past the girl at him. The two men's eyes met for
a moment across the span of the bridge, and then it was the youth who looked
away.
For a while the three of them stood, the woman looking down at the
tracks, the youth watching the woman, and the second man observing them both.
Suddenly a loud roaring sound rose up from beneath the bridge. A
train was approaching the railroad yard. As the sound of the train became
louder, the woman closed her eyes, and standing on her tiptoes, she leaned
over the railing. The youth started to move forward, but then froze as the
engine appeared from beneath the bridge. Feeling suddenly weak, he reached
out and held the railing for support, his fingers white under the pressure
of his grip. The second man made no move.
·
The woman hung over the edge of the railing and watched the engine and
the first three freight cars emerge slowly beneath her. Then she lowered
herself onto the sidewalk and turned toward the youth. She again began
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walking, slower than ever this time, eyes cast downward . As she approached
the place where the youth still stood gripping the bridge, he saw for the
first time close up the lines of- pain on her face and the foreboding look in
her eyes. As she passed the spot where he stood, he took a step forward, his
eyes filled with pity, and summoning all his courage he said shakily:
"Say, miss?"
No reply.
"Ah, ma' am?"
The woman neither looked up nor altered her pained expression, but
shuffled slowly past the youth . He looked helplessly after her. For several
minutes he gazed after her, following her slow progress down the walk. He
watched a few people hurry past alongside her, until she disappeared onto
Lake Shore Drive, where the traffic still streamed steadily into the distance.
Turning sadly away, he was again met by the stare of the man whom he had
seen watching him earlier; this time he stood but - a few feet away, his eyes
mocking a~d accusing. The youth was at once filled with both hate for this
man and shame for himself. The man looked off in the direction of the woman,
then back at the youth. Neither of them spoke. The businessman turned away,
crossed the street, and disappeared into a nearby parking ramp .
The youth stood looking off in the direction of the woman for several
more minutes. Then he turned and started across the bridge. When he reached
the middle, he paused and looked over his shoulder momentarily toward the
Drive. He could hear the roar of the cars rushing along its length. Turning away, he headed back toward his hotel, hoping to reach its shelter before
darkness set in over the city . ·
--Steve Ditter

The Poetry Reading
Play intellectuals and plastic laureate .
Condescending nods for the pundit dilettante.
Long haired, blue jeaned, ivory tower rebels
Come to hear the words of their favorite troubadour.
Hush-puppied surrealist complete with turtle neck
Reading verses he only pretends have meaning
To people who only pretend they understand.
I sit with the other disciples and pretend.
--Thom Smith

Facing Right, Facing Left
going back to that first visage
the morning face
the under-face
and realizing it is all truths
all masks,
evening the difference between features
the slight, conical uplift
to the right eye
the blemish on the side
of the nose-a slightly larger
breast on one side
the side you write with
the hand you favor,
fingers flexing in verbs
nouns and such-loving and living.
when do we learn to differentiate .
are we born ambidextrous
the heart/brain knowing
a unity unfelt
by older, wearier sinews
shaping forces that by the time we are ten
have molded
rags and plaster scraps
into a day mask
and a night masque
dancing, pliant features.
so it is a game we trot out
when things get tired, slow
when the faces of loved ones
become unfamiliar exhibits
in museums
1. "plaster cast facing right to shadow"
i. "view of the same, (left) in morning".
--Sharon E. Williams
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Ohio Pastoral
in this landscape
still, backlit cows
the line between tail
and head
squared off,
like bales of hay
in the dry ochre
of sunset
the light is palpable
blurring cow back, ripe hay,
marring distinction
cows becoming the form
of their sustenance.

and people are home clingers
assuming a world chastened
by property boundry-only an occasional sheriff
and highschool prankster
roving at night.

Bromfield hills,
soil so hard
it packs to red clay
farm implements ruined
slicing through its skin;
holding moisture in the open spaces
poorest of drainage
the clot of it lingering
at furrow edge.

in the creak of the wind
between glacier hills
there are fogs passing
ghosts of old settlers
fleeing the suspect forests
the rumor of the Butler monster
flying before them
red eyes in the trees,
anthropoid form .
--Sharon E. Williams

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Swaying silhouettes of golden wheat tenderly
wave farewell,
As my lashes reluctantly mesh to seal out reality
Soothing memories drift peacefully into sight
Vulnerable bodies reclining upon the grains of time,
Brothers warmly sharing future dreams,
Eager to grow while unaware of the ulti~ate reap,
Wishing to harness the massive clouds just
beyond reach,
Aspirations o f maturity filling the carefree
days of youth,
Fading thoughts then becoming totally obscure,
Slowly I focus on threshing crews in the field .

Lloyd D. Lemmermann

--Dan Wilson

•

*
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Tattered remnants of what once was a stuffed toy lion
rested on the garage shelf ready to be taken out with the
garbage.

Age has greyed the yellow fur; play has worn the

fabric; laughter has stretched the seams, now barely connecting parts of the body.

The chest was small, but adequate

enough to accomodate a trembling arm during a thunderstorm.
It doubled as a pillow when sleepy eyes couldn't stay open
long enough to meet Santa Claus, or the tooth fairy. or the
Easter bunny.

The tail, stre tched from tug-a-war, was crum-

pled due to many hours of sitting in a chair while "teacher"
taught the ab.c' s.

Funny hats, proper for teaparty guests,

bent the ears of the friendly lion, yet, they were attentive
ears offering comfort after a scraped knee, or a visit to the
corner.

Frequent combing and clipping in the "beauty salon"

shortened the whiskers and caused the mane's black hair to
recede.

Both "doctor" and "nurse" spent many a rainy after-

tending the broken paw, making slings, wrapping bandages, and
testing anywhere with a toy stethoscope.

After the unruly

treatment only a child can offer, the toy barely resembled
a lion.

Instead, it was an old friend.
--Mark M. Bajorek

Suzie Boker
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Inside-Out
By candle light
In the dark of night
It's strange the things
I find
As I travel through
and pull apart
The thoughts I have in mind.
It's hard I know
But did you ever go
To your real self. deep
inside
And feel your heart and search
your soul
And open your head up wide?

Warning
Deceived by a mockery of friendship,
Enticed by sweet, inviting words,
Su~ar-coated

promises lure you on.

But soon the taste will go sour
As you begin a dizzying descent.

That person I see
Is it really me
Or is it someone that
can't get out
Who is she How does
she feel
What's her life all about?
The candle keeps burning
And I go on learning
About myself and about others
as well
But do I give to them the person
I've found
Maybe, it's hard to tell.
As I watch the flame
I feel the shame
For all of me that I've not
yet shared
And I realize now that there
were times
When this person should have cared.
Try as I will
To have my fill
Of this new me I have
found
The closer I look and the deeper
I pry
The images turn me around.
--Alison A. Eppinger

Suzie Boker

Surrounded by those you seem to love
You grasp a facade of paradise.
Yet the time swiftly approaches
When the cherished crowds will drift away,
Clearly revealing your isolation.
You'll be pulled into a vacuum
Dark, vast, shapeless,
Completely draining you of life.
Hungry emptiness will consume you
As you fade into nonexistence.
--Debbie Herdman
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Mancini: ''Resting''

All that is there is the woman.
The stucco room is only a frame.
The candlestick and pitcher
of flat water on the nightstand
waver between the bed and wall;
and slip into the afternoon dust.
The woman draws her breath like
a dry wind chalking treeless ground .
Starched bedlinen she does not feel .
Her fingers twine a f~ted rose.
Blood thorn-scratches thread
the palms of her candle-smooth hands.
A fallen cover bares a bruised breast-Her lips, her cheeks, her nipples,
throb a greasepaint rouge.
Her black hair is spread on the sunken pillow
like velvet scraps on the cutting floor.
Her eyes hover like driftwood in spume.
--Amy Louise Peterson

Suzie Boker
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The River of Life

life of a clown

As the leaves drift slowly pqst my window
a million faces cross my mind, a motley of your soul,

I sit and wonder, "Why did I come back another year?"

fa~ades

Notes scrawled across my calendar
assignments,

te~ts,

hours for work

that often show your moods, a vision not to hold:

... the park was awfully lonesome when you sat down on that bench,
the leaves blew 'round about your feet, a tune you could not catch;

Surely this year I cannot do it all!

a little child walked up to you, a flower she had held,
into your hand she pressed it; in that moment you had smiled.

But life flows like a river:
And I know that there are times of rapids --

•.. the Nighttime drew her cloak about, the moon was veiled in grey,

s~ift, strong currents that shower spray on those who stand too near;

god says goodnight with one big roar and thunder closes in,

And then there are more gentle times -peaceful moments when the surface has a polished smoothness.

and safe at home in bed are you, still to fear again.
• .. the day we met dawned sunny and your eyes smiled bright with love

The pressure builds only when I dam the flow -

as you took my hand and up we climbed into the clouds above.

then I remember that only stagnant water sours.
The current smashes only those who stand against it

you lay in silent wonder at the closing of the day;

our glances, those of tenderness, of passions deeply felt,
of promises of evermore made as before me you had knelt.

-

others reach destinations sometimes unplanned.

. •• a million faces cross my mind, each one's a lifetime known,
the gauntlet of experience run, and older you have grown.
--Martha J. Gordon

we grow together, face to soul, a timeless single raceexpressions live within your soul, your heart a secret place .
--Patricia J . Saluga

MAYS
the wind-willed
flowery snow
litters the mud-splotched earth.
an elderly goat nibbles his restraining rope
disregarding his favorite weeds,
frosted with petals.

Dave Rosinger

- ......... . :.... -......
. .

--Amy E. Curtiss
.
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When Winter Comes
Without Cause: Without Chance
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It was· warm
as I lay
within her.
Soft .
Safe.
Quiet.
She cushioned me,
nourished me.
I t was almost as i f
our blood and our bodies
were one .
I was content •
Comfortable.
Happy.
Then it was as if the
wars had all begun again.
ENEMY!
NOISE!
Pulling and ripping.
Fighting and fighting.
Struggling and destroying.
The cold instrumen ts of war
tugging one way,
and her soft flesh another;
bleeding and tearing.
I could fight no longer.
I had lost.
Strength slipped away
and I left
her behind.
I am the victim of a
surgical war.
Cold.
Cruel.
Deadening.
I'll never see sunsets,
catch butterflies,
or wade in sea waters that
splash to warm sands.
I'll never own a red tricycle,
be kissed,
hugged,
or pressed to a tender breast.
I'll never hold a puppy,
play in grass, or fill a room
with laughter.
I won't even be remembered,
because in the rush, I left
without a name.

Stephanie R. Lyles

--Alison A. Eppinger
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The Encounter
your eyes found me in the
Christmas crowd.
i tried to turn away but
the blue ice froze me where i stood
and made me turn towards you and
sweetly smile .

C: , •• -

~"·

-... -" . "':•,.._·:.~

.•...

'·

i tried to say hellohowareyou but

.·...

~

my tongue tripped and fell and
you heard a stiff hi instead .

~
··..

no matter what pleasantries were injected
into the comatose c0nversation,
you would not smile, only try to fathom
what i tried t o keep unfathomable:
all the images of you,of me,of we, skipping before my eyes.
nothing solved. feet shuffled. i

tried to
act the socialite .

a random excuse to excuse myself
was made and we
said seeyoulater, knowing better.

it ' s a shame your eyes are so blue.

--Joann Bennet

Ethopia
Hatred's child given a gun
Won ' t live to see the battle won .
Eyes ahead, love' left behind,
No hope for his polluted mind.
Soldier n ow , carrion soon,
A vacant spot in his platoon.
A child ' s dead, the war goes on
With one more grave and one l ess pawn .
--Thom Smith

Dave Rosinger
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Flying Objects & Other Untouchables
Ducks flying in the sun
over flat water--polished metal,
like silver from which tarnish
has been lovingly cleaned
careful fingers on the handles
until there is no r-esolution
to distinguish the intricate
fretwork--cleaned, it falls
into obscurity.
a child at chores, I would polish
until the metal burned,
becoming white flame
a celestial object from which
one hid ·
unworthy eyes.

Ducks call in the sun
white shadows skin-felt more
than seen
when flying overhead, bodies
etching on eyelids
closed in the unbearable glare,
August heat.
wing-tip
by wing-tip slicing
the air
calm, calmest reservoir
over which their shadows swing,
water burnished and reflecting
dreams and memories-that soul in me which answers
the unseen.

like the remote exactness
the white arc
that a plane makes upon take-off
bearing the body of someone
once-loved
into the jet heat-waves
of untouchable flight;
the silver stab of a metal wing,
a tear
blinding the mind,
in its even climb
inflamed by the sun.

THE ELEPHANTS UPSTAIRS
A Humorous Essay Complete InThis Edition
Elephant s live upstairs. 1 know they live upstairs because I have
heard them make noises, and elephants make distinctive noises. They are
very secretive; no one else knows that there are elephants in the building,
but I live in the apartment below them. They cannot hide their true nature
from me.

Ducks in a clear line of fire,
strange synnnetry broken
by a rifle shot
fingers on the gun barrel
and ducks falling
into a reservoir as mute
and wild
as relatives grasping
silver bound crucifixes,
from which rosaries spread
out in endless ripples:
beads and grief
lap against the further
shore
the cyclical chaos of waves

from which
rosaries spread
out in endless ripples:
beads and grief
lap against the further
shore
the cyclical chaos of waves
washing away the
inexplicable
in burning, whitest foam.
--Sharon E. Williams

The fronds of jungle plants can be seen through the elephants' apartment window, and during the day strange jungle sounds come from above me-the sounds of birds, beasts, and screaming voices. I have deduced that the
elephants are Indian, not African; every weekend I hear sitar music through
the ceiling, and all the curtains are saffron-colored. I have never been
able to look at the elephants' ears, however, so I could gain p0si_tiv·e proof
of their ancestry.
The worst thing about having elephants as upstairs neighbors is being
subjected to the sounds of elephant daily living. In the morning they
indulge in lengthy mud baths, spraying themselves and the floor. Sometimes
water and mire seep through my ceiling and drip onto my desk calendar as
the elephants trumpet joyfully above the din of wat~ and sp.lattering mud.
It takes me hours to clean up the mess which has extended itself into my
territory.
These elephants seem to be interested in athletics. They practice sumo
wrestling and relay racing in the evenings, and in the afternoons they play
soccer in the kitchen. They also appear to be either finicky housekeepers
or budding interior decorators; almost every evening they move some piece
of furniture to a new location in their apartment. Sometimes, when they
get angry, the elephants throw .furniture, books, and pots and pans at each
other, trumpeting so loudly that the windows in my apartment rattle.
They have not adapted well to Western culture, either. On Friday
nights they attempt to have large, college-style parties, but their attempts
appear to be failures, from what I can hear. There are never more than two
sets of footsteps, but t he dancing and loud conversation (which usually
consists of the poorest of elephant jokes) are appallingly loud. Every
Saturday morning, moreover, I have to wade out to the street through mountains of peanut shells which were discarded from the ~pstairs window during
the previous evening's revels.
Why doesn't anyone else realize that their ill-mannered neighbors are
elephants? It's very simple--the elephants disguise themselves while they
are out in public. They have suits which make them look like people, and
they keep these suits on hooks by the door. Whenever they are preparing
to leave the apartment, the elephants slip into suits, zip them up, and
protect their secret identities from everyone else. Their walk is the only
thing which gives them away--they still have the laborious walk of a
dancing elephant.
Someday I will go upstairs and confront them with what I know. They
will act surprised at what I say, and they will try to deny the truth. They
will stop denying the truth, however, when I take off my disguise and show
them why I have learned as much as I have about them. I am a zebra.
--Amy E: Curtiss
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